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Abstract

Recessions are often accompanied by spikes of corporate default and credit spreads. This paper

develops a tractable macroeconomic model in which credit spreads reflect the fundamental corporate

default risk as well as an excess premium which responds to variation in self-fulfilling beliefs about

credit conditions. The model is calibrated to evaluate the macroeconomic impact of belief shocks in

comparison to standard fundamental shocks. Changes in credit market expectations generate sizable

countercyclical responses of default and spreads together with endogenously persistent credit cycles,

accounting for most of the volatility of corporate default and close to 40% of output growth volatility.
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1. Introduction1

Many recessions are accompanied by substantial increases of corporate default rates and credit spreads,2

together with declines of business credit. On the one hand, corporate defaults are clustered over pro-3

longed episodes which can only partly be explained by observable firm-specific or macroeconomic vari-4

ables, but are driven by unobserved factors that are correlated across firms and over time.1 On the other5

hand, credit spreads tend to lead the cycle and are not fully accounted for by expected default from firm-6

level data. Indeed, less than half of the volatility of credit spreads can be explained by expected default7

losses; instead, the “excess premium” on corporate credit has the strongest impact on investment and8

output growth (cf. Gilchrist and Zakrajšek, 2012).9

This paper uses a tractable macroeconomic model to examine the joint dynamics of firm default,10

credit spreads, and output. The distinguishing feature is that corporate default harms the access to future11

credit which punishes the defaulting borrower on top of any net worth losses resulting from liquidation12

or reorganization procedures. An important consequence of this feature is that default incentives are sus-13

ceptible to variations in self-fulfilling beliefs over future credit conditions. We argue that the magnitude14

of such belief shocks can be inferred from the excess premium of the credit spread in the data. This15

permits us to evaluate the quantitative contribution of belief shocks to the business cycle, in comparison16

to standard (fundamental) financial and productivity shocks.17

To illustrate the main idea, we present in Section 2 a simple partial-equilibrium model of default by18

firms with limited commitment. Credit contracts specify the amount of debt and the interest spread, both19

of which depend on the value that borrowing firms attach to future credit market access. This credit20

market value is a forward-looking variable which potentially responds to self-fulfilling expectations. A21

well-functioning credit market with a low spread and a low default rate is highly valuable for borrowing22

firms, which makes credit contracts with few defaults self-enforcing. Conversely, a weak credit market23

with a higher interest rate and more default is valued less by firms, and therefore cannot sustain credit24

contracts that prevent high default rates.25

In Section 3, we extend the illustrative model to a tractable general-equilibrium model in order to26

1See, e.g., Duffie et al. (2009) and Giesecke et al. (2011).
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examine the respective roles of self-fulfilling beliefs (sunspots) and fundamental shocks for the dynamics27

of default, the spread, and their relationships with the aggregate economy. As in the simple model,28

corporate default rates depend on the value that borrowers attach to credit market access which responds29

to changes in self-fulfilling beliefs.30

The credit spread, i.e., the difference between the borrowing rate and the safe interest rate, includes31

two terms. One is a predicted component reflecting the expected default losses explained by fundamen-32

tals. The other component is the excess interest premium which accounts for the so-called “credit spread33

puzzle” according to which actual credit spreads can be far from expected default losses.2 As we show in34

this paper, the excess interest premium partly reflects variations of self-fulfilling beliefs about credit mar-35

ket conditions, but it may also depend on an exogenous component, which we refer to as “intermediation36

costs” (that may also capture unmodelled risk premia).37

Firms in our macroeconomic model differ in productivity and in their access to the credit market.38

Therefore, aggregate productivity depends endogenously on the allocation of capital among firms which39

itself reacts to current credit market conditions and past default events. When credit is tightened or when40

more firms defaulted in the past, less capital is operated by the most productive firms so that aggregate41

productivity and output fall. If a firm opts for default, a fraction of the outstanding debt can be recovered42

by creditors. In line with the evidence, we allow for aggregate (procyclical) fluctuations of the recovery43

rate which have a direct impact on corporate default and on the predicted component of the credit spread.44

Our closed-form default decisions lead to exact aggregation and allow for quantitative analyses via45

standard methods. Section 4 calibrates this model to the U.S. economy in order to examine the respective46

contributions of belief shocks, and fundamental shocks to aggregate productivity, recovery rates, and47

intermediation costs. A key feature is that aggregate risk matters for corporate leverage and the credit48

spread. For this reason, we log-linearize the model around the risky steady state (cf. Coeurdacier et al.,49

2011) which describes a stationary model solution that takes aggregate risk into account. Given a level of50

intermediation costs in steady state, the excess interest premium in the data can be used to pin down the51

variance of belief shocks. The remaining parameters of the (fundamental) shock processes in the model52

are estimated to reflect the joint dynamics of the spread, recovery, and output growth.53

2See, e.g., Elton et al. (2001) and Huang and Huang (2012).
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We find that shocks to self-fulfilling beliefs are crucial for the credit cycle, explaining 56% of the54

variation in default and 31% of credit spread fluctuations. Differently from (financial) shocks to the55

recovery rate or intermediation costs, belief shocks generate countercyclical spreads and default, as well56

as sizable and persistent drops of credit, output and TFP growth. The belief channel accounts for almost57

40 percent of the variation in output growth.58

Different experiments further demonstrate that endogenous default is crucial: If we ignore belief59

shocks and default in the estimation, the likelihood of the model drops substantially. Likewise, if we set60

default to zero and let exogenous collateral shocks generate the same debt dynamics as in the benchmark,61

the model fails to generate sizable and persistent credit and business cycles.62

Related Literature. Our work relates to a number of recent contributions analyzing the macroeco-63

nomic role of credit spreads and firm default. Building on Bernanke et al. (1999), Christiano et al. (2014)64

show that risk shocks in a quantitative business-cycle model not only generate countercyclical spreads65

but also account for a large fraction of macroeconomic fluctuations. Miao and Wang (2010) include66

defaultable debt in a macroeconomic model with financial shocks to the recovery rate, finding that credit67

spreads are countercyclical and lead output and stock returns. Gourio (2013) argues that the time-varying68

risk of rare depressions (disaster risk) generates a plausible volatility of credit spreads, which amplifies69

macroeconomic fluctuations. Similarly to Hennessy and Whited (2007), Gomes and Schmid (2012), and70

Khan et al. (2016), aggregate factor productivity in our model is an endogenous variable that responds to71

financial conditions and default.72

In previous papers, corporate default can also respond to expectations because firm value is a forward-73

looking variable. The difference is that they do not focus on reputation losses of default, which is the key74

feature for multiplicity in our model (see more below). Default in our model entails a loss of reputation,75

resulting in harmed access to credit in subsequent years. This feature makes credit contracts responsive76

to credit market expectations and thereby to self-fulfilling beliefs.3 Such stochastic variation of beliefs77

may capture some aspects of systematic risks or disaster risks. In addition, we introduce a new approach78

to measure the belief risks inferred from the default and the spread data, and this approach still permits79

quantitative analyses using standard perturbation routines.80

3Benhabib et al. (2018) introduce adverse selection in credit markets, featuring countercyclical credit spreads and pro-
cyclical TFP with self-fulfilling expectations, but default disappears in equilibrium once reputation is introduced.
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Our mechanism also introduces another propagation channel. A one-time negative belief shock in-81

duces a persistent tightening of credit, together with a rise of default on impact. In the following years,82

fewer firms have access to credit, and those that have access face tighter constraints. Both features give83

rise to persistent drops in aggregate productivity and output growth.84

Self-fulfilling beliefs matter precisely because default is punished by the (temporary or permanent)85

exclusion from borrowing in future periods, which makes the value of credit market access a forward-86

looking variable. Early contributions on limited commitment, such as Eaton and Gersovitz (1981), do87

not consider the possibility of multiple equilibria by assuming that the borrowers’ Bellman equation has88

a unique solution.4 Our illustrative example of Section 2 shows that this assumption is not always valid.89

This finding is not entirely new (albeit often overlooked in the literature on limited commitment): Alvarez90

and Jermann (2000, 2001) show that the value function operator in a limited commitment economy is91

not a contraction so that multiple equilibria can arise. Building on Bulow and Rogoff (1989), Hellwig92

and Lorenzoni (2009) demonstrate that credit with limited commitment is equivalent to a bubble on an93

outside asset.594

Closely related to our paper is Azariadis et al. (2016) who consider the role of sunspot shocks in95

a model of unsecured firm credit with limited commitment. There are two major differences. First,96

Azariadis et al. (2016) have no default in equilibrium so that credit spreads are zero, while our credit97

contract allow lenders to adjust leverage and interest rate simultaneously.6 We show that these features98

are quite important to account for the persistent dynamics of default, spread, leverage, productivity, and99

output. Second, in our quantitative analysis we utilize the property that the risky steady state depends on100

the variance of belief shocks. This permits a new empirical strategy which identifies the size of belief101

shocks from the credit spread data. Building on this feature, we estimate the model using perturbation102

methods (around the risky steady state) and the Kalman filter. Because of endogenous default, we find103

that recovery shocks are much less important compared to Azariadis et al. (2016).104

4See the text after equation (5) in Eaton and Gersovitz (1981, p. 291).
5Further, Bethune et al. (2018) shows that multiple and periodic equilibria are possible in a matching model with credit

subject to limited commitment constraints, and Krueger and Uhlig (2018) show that multiple equilibria can arise in a general-
equilibrium model with one-sided commitment.

6This also applies to all papers cited in the previous paragraph. Likewise, the wider literature on self-fulfilling expecta-
tions in macroeconomics with financial frictions (e.g., Harrison and Weder, 2013; Benhabib and Wang, 2013; Liu and Wang,
2014; Gu et al., 2013) does not feature equilibrium default.
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In this regard, our approach is complementary to the literature on sentiments with imperfect infor-105

mation and “correlated equilibria” (e.g., Benhabib et al., 2013, 2015; Angeletos and La’O, 2013), in106

which the variance of sentiments is uniquely determined. Our approach may be easier for a quantitative107

estimation exercise as (aggregate) belief shocks only have to satisfy a mild restriction.7108

The co-existence of equilibria with high (low) interest rates and high (low) default rates relates to a109

literature on self-fulfilling sovereign debt crises. In an essentially static model, Calvo (1988) shows how110

multiple equilibria emerge from a positive feedback between interest rates and debt levels.8 Besides the111

focus on corporate default, our mechanism for multiplicity is different from this literature by emphasizing112

the role of expected credit conditions.113

2. An Illustrative Partial-Equilibrium Model114

We present here a simple partial-equilibrium model in order to show analytically how self-fulfilling115

expectations can induce fluctuations of corporate default and credit spreads. In Section 3, this model is116

extended to a richer macroeconomic environment with aggregate shocks.117

2.1. The Setup118

Consider a continuum of firms with limited commitment living through infinitely many discrete periods119

t ≥ 0. Each firm starts in t = 0 with given net worth ω0 and has access to a safe linear technology which120

transforms k units of investment in t into Πk units of output in t+ 1. Firms may obtain one-period credit121

from perfectly competitive and risk-neutral investors who have a safe outside investment opportunity at122

gross return R̄ < Π. Both R̄ and Π are exogenous in this section.123

Firm owners are risk-averse and maximize the discounted expected utility124

E0

∑
t≥0

βt
[
(1− β) log ct − I{Default in t}ηt

]
, (1)125

where ct is the dividend payout in period t, β < 1 is the discount factor, I is an indicator function, and ηt126

is a default cost that materializes only when the firm defaults in period t. The default cost is idiosyncratic127

7Specifically, sunspot belief shocks are uncorrelated random variables with conditional mean zero.
8Further contributions on self-fulfilling debt crises in dynamic models of sovereign debt are Cole and Kehoe (2000),

Bocola and Dovis (2016), and Lorenzoni and Werning (2019).
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and stochastic: with probability p it is zero, otherwise it is ∆ > 0. After paying this cost, a defaulting128

firm continues to operate without access to credit in all future periods.129

In every period, investors offer one-period credit contracts, specifying the gross interest rateR and the130

amount of credit b. Competition between investors implies that the offered contracts (R, b) maximize the131

borrower’s utility subject to the investors’ participation constraint. The latter requires that the expected132

return equals the outside return R̄ per unit of debt. In recursive notation, a firm’s value V (ω) depends on133

the firm’s net worth ω and satisfies the Bellman equation134

V (ω) = max
c,s,(R,b)

{
(1− β) log(c) + βEmax

[
V (ω′), V d(ω′d)− η′

]}
s.t. (2)135

c = ω − s , ω′ = Π(s+ b)−Rb , ω′d = Π(s+ b) , and136

R̄b = E(Rb) =


Rb if V (ω′) ≥ V d(ω′d) ;

(1− p)Rb if V d(ω′d) > V (ω′) ≥ V d(ω′d)−∆ ;

0 else.

(3)137

The firm chooses dividend payout c, savings s, and a credit contract (R, b), subject to the investors’138

participation constraint (3). Next period, she can choose to repay Rb with continuation net worth ω′;139

alternatively, she chooses to default with continuation net worth ω′d. The second maximization in (2)140

expresses the optimal default choice at the beginning of the next period after realization of the default141

cost η′ ∈ {0,∆}. The participation constraint (3) captures three possible outcomes. In the first case,142

the firm repays for any realization of the default loss and investors are fully repaid Rb. In the second143

case, the firm only repays when the default loss is positive, which is reflected in the expected payment144

(1− p)Rb. In the third case, the firm defaults with certainty.145

After a default, the firm is punished by exclusion from future credit: V d(.) is the utility value of a146

self-financing firm with a default history. The firm saves s and earns Πs next period. We have147

V d(ω) = max
s
{(1− β) log(ω − s) + βV d(Πs)} . (4)148

We briefly discuss how this setup differs from the modeling of corporate default in other macroeco-149

nomic models of the literature cited in the introduction. Most importantly, our credit contract captures150

the reputation loss of a default, which results in harmed access to credit in the aftermath of a default.9151

9For instance, after a reorganization (such as Chapter 11 of the U.S. Bankruptcy Code) the bankrupt firm continues
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It is precisely this feature that gives rise to a role for self-fulfilling expectations in corporate default,152

which is absent when default decisions are independent of the firm’s subsequent borrowing conditions153

like in previous papers on firm default. We elaborate this idea in this section, while the extended general-154

equilibrium model in Section 3 further features productivity shocks, the partial recovery of loans, and155

temporary rather than permanent credit exclusion. Another, less important feature is that firms have con-156

cave utility which either represents a preference for dividend smoothing or adjustment costs of net equity157

payout; cf. Lintner (1956) and Jermann and Quadrini (2012). Lastly, the default utility cost with log158

utility ensures that there is a closed form solution for binary choice (cf. Cui, 2017) which can be shown159

to be equivalent to a proportional loss of net worth. Therefore, the default costs are meant to capture160

costs arising from liquidation or reorganization procedures.161

2.2. Self-Fulfilling Expectations162

Appendix A.2 shows that all firms save s = βω and that value functions take the simple forms163

V (ω) = log(ω) + V̄ and V d(ω) = log(ω) + V̄ d , (5)164

where V̄ and V̄ d are independent of net worth. This result comes from the constant-returns-to-scale165

technology and log utility. The implication is that the size of the firm does not affect the firm’s default166

decision, while its leverage does.167

Write v ≡ V̄ − V̄ d to express the surplus value of access to credit. This is a forward-looking168

endogenous variable reflecting expected credit conditions which is a key determinant of the optimal169

credit contract (R, b) specified in Proposition 1 below. If v is larger than a threshold value v̄, the optimal170

credit contract has no default: The threat of market exclusion is so strong that investors offer a large credit171

volume at a low interest rate, and even firms with zero default cost decide to stay solvent. Conversely,172

for values of v smaller than v̄, the credit contract entails equilibrium default of a fraction p of firms with173

zero default costs, which is reflected in an interest premium.174

Proposition 1. Suppose that the parameter condition175

(e∆ − 1)(1− p)
e∆ − 1 + p

<
R̄

Π
<

(e(1−p)∆ − e−p∆)(1− p)
e(1−p)∆ − 1

(6)176

operation but may find it difficult to obtain loans. If a sole proprietor of a firm opts for liquidation (Chapter 7), the owner can
start a new business but retains a negative mark on the personal credit report.
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holds. There exists a threshold value v̄ ∈ (0, vmax) with vmax ≡ log(Π/(Π− R̄)), such that177

(i) If v ∈ [v̄, vmax), (R, b) = (R̄, b(s)) with b(s) = s Π(1−e−v)

R̄−Π(1−e−v)
and no default.178

(ii) If v ∈ [0, v̄), (R, b) = (R̄/(1− p), b(s)) with b(s) = s Π(1−p)(1−e−v−∆)

R̄−Π(1−p)(1−e−v−∆)
and default rate p > 0.179

The proofs of this and all following propositions are contained in Appendix A. The parameter condi-180

tion (6) says that the ratio of Π (the firm investment return) to R̄ (the risk-free return) must be in a certain181

range to obtain default and no-default outcomes for different values of expected credit conditions v. This182

range depends on the distribution of default costs characterized by ∆ and p. If the firm’s productivity183

is very high, the firm is desperate for credit so that the good outcome (i) arises regardless of the value184

of v. Conversely, when the investment return is very low, lenders anticipate that some default occurs,185

leading to outcome (ii) for all values of v. Furthermore, feasible solutions require that debt is finite which186

necessitates v < vmax (or R̄− Π(1− e−v) > 0).187

While v determines the current credit volume and interest rate via Proposition 1, v itself depends on188

future states of the credit market. We show that there is a role for self-fulfilling expectations, giving rise189

to multiple stationary equilibria and sunspot cycles with time-varying default rates and credit spreads.190

Consider first a stationary equilibrium in which v is constant over time. A stationary value v∗ is the191

solution of a fixed-point equation that maps next period’s expected credit conditions into today’s credit192

conditions. To derive this equation, take the difference between Bellman equations (2) and (4). Utilizing193

the functional forms (5) for V (ω), V d(ω), s = βω, as well as Proposition 1, we have:194

Proposition 2. The stationary equilibrium value v∗ = V̄ − V̄ d solves the fixed-point equation195

v∗ = f(v∗) ≡

 β log
[

R̄
R̄−Π(1−e−v∗ )

]
if v∗ ≥ v̄ ;

β
{

log
[

R̄
R̄−Π(1−p)(1−e−v∗−∆)

]
− (1− p)∆

}
if v∗ < v̄ .

196

Suppose that parameters satisfy condition (6) and197 ( R̄

R̄− Π(1− e−v̄)

)β
<

Π[1− (1− p)e−p∆]

Π− R̄ + e(1−p)∆(R̄− Π(1− p))
. (7)198

Then, there are two stationary equilibria vD < vN such that default rates and interest spreads are199

positive at vD and zero at vN .200

Any solution of v∗ = f(v∗) constitutes a stationary equilibrium. Under the parameter conditions of201

Proposition 2, f is increasing and continuous and it satisfies f(0) > 0, f(v) → ∞ for v → vmax, and202
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f(v̄) < v̄. Therefore, there is one equilibrium at v∗ = vD < v̄ which involves default and a positive203

interest spread, and another equilibrium at v∗ = vN > v̄ which has no default and a zero spread (see204

Figure 1).10 This reflects the fact that the value function is not a contraction when the continuation value205

affects borrowing, i.e., with endogenous limited commitment constraints.206

– Insert Figure 1 here –207

The implication of Proposition 2 is that the state of the credit market is a matter of self-fulfilling expecta-208

tions. A well-functioning credit market with a low interest rate and a low default rate is highly valuable209

for firms, and this high valuation makes credit contracts without default self-enforcing. Conversely, a210

weak credit market with a higher interest rate and more default is valued less by the firms, and therefore211

it cannot sustain credit contracts that prevent default.212

With a similar intuition, this economy not only permits multiple steady states but also sunspot cycles213

which fluctuate perpetually between periods with positive spreads and default and periods with zero214

spreads and no default. These fluctuations are induced by self-fulfilling changes in beliefs about expected215

credit market conditions.11
216

Proposition 3. Under the conditions of Proposition 2, there exists a stochastic equilibrium in which the217

economy alternates between states with positive default v1 < v̄ and states without default v2 > v̄ with218

symmetric transition probability π ∈ (0, 1).219

A reputation loss arising from default, whose value is reflected by the endogenous forward-looking220

variable v, is essential for the multiplicity results of Propositions 2 and 3. Conditional on v, equilibrium221

in the credit market, as characterized by Proposition 1, is unique. This distinguishes our result from222

others where multiplicity of credit-market equilibria arises in static models such as, e.g., Calvo (1988).223

3. The Macroeconomic Model224

To study the relevance of belief shocks for business-cycle dynamics, we extend the model of the previous225

section to a general equilibrium economy with additional features: (i) the safe interest rate is determined226

10If the parameter condition (7) (which is equivalent to f(v̄) < v̄) fails, there exist at most two equilibria with default,
or at most two equilibria without default. Since function f is convex and kinks upwards at v̄, there cannot be more than two
stationary equilibria.

11The proof rests on a continuity argument with multiple steady states (cf. Chiappori and Guesnerie (1991)).
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in equilibrium; (ii) lenders can recover some of their exposure in default events; (iii) defaulters are not227

permanently excluded; (iv) due to idiosyncratic productivity shocks the state of the credit market impacts228

aggregate factor productivity; (v) aggregate shocks are introduced to study business-cycle implications:229

these include fundamental shocks to productivity and financial variables, as well as belief shocks which230

impact credit market expectations.231

3.1. The Setup232

Firms and Workers A continuum of firm owners (with measure one) have the same objective as in (1).233

The idiosyncratic default loss η is distributed with cumulative distribution function G(.) with no mass234

points. Differently from the model of the previous section, a continuous distribution helps to generate a235

continuous variation of default rates in response to aggregate shocks.236

A firm with capital kt and labor `t produces output yt (to be used for consumption and investment237

purposes) according to the technology238

yt = (ztkt)
α(At`t)

1−α
239

with capital share α ∈ (0, 1). At grows over time and is subject to aggregate risk. Firms can have high or240

low idiosyncratic capital productivity zt. Specifically, a firm has high productivity zH with probability π241

and low productivity zL < zH with probability 1 − π. To simplify algebra, we assume that the capital242

productivity shock affects the stock of capital (rather than the capital service), so that the firm’s capital243

stock at the end of the period is (1− δ)ztkt, where δ is the depreciation rate.12
244

The economy further includes a unit mass of hand-to-mouth workers who supply labor lt and con-245

sume labor earnings cwt = wtlt. Their preferences are represented by a modified Greenwood-Hercowitz-246

Huffman utility function u
(
cwt − At

κl1+ν
t

1+ν

)
to adapt to a growing economy, where u is increasing and247

concave, and κ, ν > 0.13 Labor supply satisfies the relation248

wt/At = κlνt . (8)249

That workers are hand-to-mouth consumers is not a strong restriction but follows from imposing a zero250

borrowing constraint on workers: if workers have the same discount factor β as firm owners, they do not251

12These features of idiosyncratic shocks can be relaxed at the cost of introducing more state variables. See Appendix B.
13The reason behind is that technological growth also increases the quality of leisure time (see Mertens and Ravn, 2011).
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save in the steady-state equilibrium in which the gross interest rate satisfies R̄t < 1/β, so that workers’252

consumption equals labor income in all periods.14
253

Consider a firm operating the capital stock kt. In the labor market, the firm hires workers at the254

competitive wage rate wt. This leads to labor demand which is proportional to the firm’s effective capital255

input ztkt, so that the firm’s net worth (before debt repayment) is Πtztkt, where the gross return per256

efficiency unit of capital is (see Appendix A.4)257

Πt ≡ α

[
(1− α)At

wt

] 1−α
α

+ 1− δ . (9)258

Credit Market In the type of equilibrium we study, the credit market channels funds from low-259

productivity firms (lenders) to high-productivity firms (borrowers). Competitive, risk-neutral financial260

intermediaries pool the savings of lenders, taking the safe lending rate R̄t as given, and offer credit con-261

tracts to borrowers. Credit contracts take the form (Rt, bt), where Rt is the gross borrowing rate, and bt262

is the firm’s debt.263

As before, the debt level in the optimal contract is proportional to the firm’s internal funds (equity).264

Moreover, because all borrowing firms face the same ex-ante default incentives, the debt-to-equity ratio265

for all borrowing firms is the same and only depends on the aggregate state. This implies that the equi-266

librium contract can be written as (Rt, θt) where θt is the common debt-to-equity ratio for all borrowers.267

If a firm borrows in period t and defaults in period t + 1, creditors can recover the fraction λt+1 of268

the debt exposure (possibly through seizing some of the collateral assets). This recovery parameter can269

be subject to “financial shocks,” to be understood as disturbances to the collateral value or to the cost270

of liquidation.15 The defaulting firm keeps the remaining part of the net worth but carries a default flag271

which temporarily prevents access to credit.16 In any period following default, the default flag disappears272

with probability ψ in which case the firm regains full access to credit.273

The (gross) credit spread, i.e. Rt/R̄t, reflects not only the expected default cost but also includes an274

“excess bond premium” term which is unrelated to the fundamental default risk and which may represent275

investor sentiments or risk appetite (cf. Gilchrist and Zakrajšek, 2012). One part of the excess premium276

14This standard argument extends to a stochastic equilibrium around the steady state as long as shocks are not too large.
15See e.g. Jermann and Quadrini (2012) for similar modeling approaches. See Chen (2010) for cyclical recovery rates.
16Hence, after a liquidation or reorganization, the firm owners continue to operate a business (cf. footnote 9). We abstract

from the entry and exit of firms.
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comes from beliefs and will be discussed later. The other part stands for intermediation costs Φt that277

intermediaries must pay per unit of debt. Such costs may thus include risk or insurance premia against278

aggregate default risk.17 Φt is exogenous and may be subject to shocks.279

Timing Timing within each period is as follows. First, the aggregate state defined asXt ≡ (At, λt,Φt, ε
b
t)280

realizes. The first three components are the fundamental parameters described above which follow a281

Markov process. εbt is a belief shock (specified below) which is uncorrelated over time. Next to Xt,282

idiosyncratic default costs η realize. Second, indebted firms either repay their debt or opt for default.283

Firms with a default history lose the default flag with probability ψ. Third, firms learn their current284

idiosyncratic productivity zt ∈ {zL, zH} and make borrowing and production decisions.285

Specifically, a firm with net worth ωt (after debt repayment or default) chooses dividends ct, capital286

kt and debt bt (or savings, if negative) to maximize the firm owner’s utility as in (1), subject to the budget287

constraint ct + kt − bt = ωt. All firms can save (bt ≤ 0) at gross interest rate R̄t. Firms with credit288

market access can also borrow bt ≥ 0 at borrowing rate Rt. Next period, after realization of aggregate289

shocks and idiosyncratic default costs, the net worth is ωt+1 = Πtztkt −max(Rtbt, 0)−min(R̄tbt, 0) if290

the firm does not default. If the firm defaults on debt bt > 0, net worth after partial recovery of debt is291

ωt+1 = Πtztkt − λt+1Rtbt.292

3.2. Credit Contracts293

This section derives the optimal credit contract that intermediaries offer to all borrowing firms, condi-294

tional on the aggregate state Xt. Write credit contracts in the form (ρt, θt) where ρt = Rt/
(
zHΠt

)
is295

the (gross) interest rate relative to the borrower’s capital return and θt is the debt-to-equity ratio. If an296

intermediary offers contract (ρt, θt), it pools idiosyncratic default risk over many borrowers, anticipating297

that the ex-post (stochastic) default rate is G(η̃t+1), where the threshold value of default costs is denoted298

by η̃t+1. This threshold is the outcome of default decisions at the beginning of t+ 1. It depends both on299

the terms of the contract (ρt, θt) and on the realization of aggregate shocks at the beginning of t+ 1.300

17Although intermediaries insure lenders against idiosyncratic default risks, they cannot insure themselves against the
aggregate component of default risk. The latter may be obtained from unmodeled (foreign) insurance companies selling
credit default swaps (cf. Jeske et al., 2013). In the absence of such insurance, intermediaries could not offer a safe rate to
depositors in combination with standard credit contracts, but need to offer risky securities to lenders to fund credit to risky
borrowers.
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Consider a borrowing firm that signs a credit contract (ρt, θt) in period t. With equity equal to ωt−ct,301

this firm borrows bt = θt(ωt − ct). At the beginning of the next period, net worth is302

ωt+1 = zHΠt(1 + θt − θtρt)(ωt − ct) ,303

if the firm repays; under default, the firm’s net worth is304

ωdt+1 = zHΠt(1 + θt − λt+1θtρt)(ωt − ct) .305

Let V (ωt+1;Xt+1) and V d(ωdt+1;Xt+1) denote the continuation values under repayment and default,306

respectively. In period t, the firm chooses dividends ct and a credit contract to maximize307

(1− β) log ct + βEt max

[
V (ωt+1;Xt+1) , V d

(
ωdt+1;Xt+1

)
− ηt+1

]
,308

where Et is over the realization of the aggregate state Xt+1 and the idiosyncratic default cost ηt+1.309

Appendix A.6 shows that value functions take the form V (d)(ω;Xt) = log(ω) + V̄ (d)(Xt), implying310

that all borrowers and lenders save fraction β of their net worth, i.e. ct = (1 − β)ωt. Write vt ≡311

V̄ (Xt)− V̄ d(Xt) to denote the surplus value of a clean credit record. As in Section 2, vt reflects expected312

credit conditions. Then, the objective of a borrowing firm can be rewritten as18
313

Et max
[

log (1 + θt − θtρt) , log (1 + θt − λt+1θtρt)− ηt+1 − vt+1

]
. (10)314

Notice that the borrowing firm will be indifferent between repaying and defaulting when ηt+1 = η̃t+1315

which makes the two utilities in the max operator of (10) the same. Therefore, the ex-post default316

threshold level η̃t+1 can be expressed as317

η̃t+1 = log
(1 + θt − λt+1θtρt

1 + θt − θtρt

)
− vt+1 , (11)318

such that the borrower defaults if and only if the default cost is ηt+1 < η̃t+1. This threshold varies with319

the terms of the contract (ρt, θt) and it declines in next period’s recovery rate λt+1 and in the expected320

credit conditions variable vt+1. That is, a lower recovery rate or a decline in expected credit conditions321

lead to an increase of default, given the credit contract.322

To issue credit, financial intermediaries raise funds from lenders who receive the gross saving interest323

rate R̄t in period t + 1. Intermediaries further need to pay the intermediation cost Φt per unit of debt.324

18The terms (1 − β) log ct and β[log(zHΠt(ωt − ct)) + EtV̄ (Xt+1)] are irrelevant for the maximization over credit
contracts {(ρt, θt)} and hence cancel out.
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Competition drives expected intermediary profits to zero, which implies325

ρ̄t(1 + Φt) = ρtEt [1−G(η̃t+1) +G(η̃t+1)λt+1] , (12)326

where ρ̄t ≡ R̄t/(z
HΠt) is the safe interest rate normalized by the borrowers’ capital return. The right-327

hand side of (12) is the expected revenue per unit of debt (again relative to zHΠt). In default events,328

which occur with probability G(η̃t+1), intermediaries recover fraction λt+1 of debt.329

Under perfect competition, the contract (ρt, θt) maximizes borrowers’ expected utility in (10), subject330

to the zero-profit condition for intermediaries (12), taking the ex-post default threshold given by (11).331

We characterize the optimal contract via the first-order condition of this problem as follows:19
332

Proposition 4. Given (ρ̄t, Φt), the optimal credit contract (ρt, θt) in period t satisfies (12) and333

(1 + θt)
1− ρt
ρt

= Et
{

(λt+1 − 1)(1 + θt) + ρtθt(1− λt+1)

1 + θt − ρtθt

[
G(η̃t+1)− ρtθtG

′(η̃t+1)

ρ̄t(1 + Φt)

]}
. (13)334

The first-order condition (13) captures the basic trade-off that borrowers face: they gain from higher335

leverage, which generates a higher incentive to default, but they dislike the higher spread as a result. As336

in the model of Section 2, the measure of expected credit conditions vt depends itself on the state of the337

credit market, satisfying the following recursive equation (see Appendix A.7 for the derivation):338

vt = βπEt
[
log (1 + θt − λt+1ρtθt)− η̃t+1[1−G(η̃t+1)]−

∫ η̃t+1

−∞
η dG(η)

]
+ β(1− ψ − π)Et [vt+1] .

(14)339

The value of access to the credit market in period t includes two terms. First, with probability π the340

firm is a borrower in which case it benefits from higher leverage θt and lower relative interest rate ρt,341

whereas a higher expected default threshold η̃t+1 reduces the value of borrowing. Second, the term342

β(1 − ψ − π)Etvt+1 captures the discounted value of credit market access from period t + 1 onward.343

The forward-looking equation (14) is key for the possibility of self-fulfilling beliefs. Similarly to the344

logic of Proposition 2 and Figure 1 in the previous section, there is a positive relationship (a dynamic345

complementarity) between future credit conditions and today’s value.346

To elaborate on this, rewrite equation (14) as vt = Etf(X̃t, X̃t+1, vt+1) − Etεbt+1, where X̃t =347

(At, λt,Φt) is the fundamental state vector, and i.i.d. εbt+1 is a random variable (“belief shocks”) with348

19In our parameterizations with normally distributed default costs we verify that the second-order condition is also satisfied
and that the solution is indeed a global maximum.
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mean zero and variance σ2
b . If the function f is monotonically increasing in vt+1, this equation can be in-349

verted into vt+1 = f̃(X̃t, X̃t+1, vt + εbt+1), where f̃(X1, X2, .) is the inverse of f(X1, X2, .). If the steady350

state is locally indeterminate, this forward solution of equation (14) is a stationary process, implying351

that vt can be treated as a predetermined variable which is subject to changes in self-fulfilling beliefs in352

period t + 1. Therefore, vt+1 is going to be persistent and is affected by belief shocks εbt+1, as well as353

changes in recovery and intermediation costs. Note that belief shocks must be uncorrelated in order to354

be self-fulfilling. The realization εbt+1 alters expected credit conditions vt+1 which, in turn, impacts the355

default threshold in period t + 1 via equation (11). Moreover, from an ex-ante perspective, the variance356

of belief shocks has a positive impact on the credit spread via the credit contract. We use this idea in the357

next section to quantify this variance on the basis of an empirical measure of credit spread.358

3.3. Equilibrium359

In the competitive equilibrium, firms and intermediaries behave optimally as specified above, and the360

capital and labor markets are in equilibrium.361

Consider first the capital market. We focus on an equilibrium where the safe interest rate is iden-362

tical to the capital productivity of unproductive firms, i.e. R̄t = zLΠt. Then some capital is used in363

low-productivity firms which in turn implies that total factor productivity (TFP), formally defined in Ap-364

pendix C.1, responds endogenously to the state of the credit market.20 Such an equilibrium requires that365

the savings of unproductive firms are not smaller than the demand for capital from borrowing firms.366

Let ft ∈ [0, 1] denote the fraction of aggregate net worth Ωt owned by firms with access to credit. The367

demand for credit is θtftπβΩt: All firms save fraction β of their net worth, fraction ftπ of these firms368

want to borrow and have access to credit, and they borrow θt per unit of equity. When R̄t = zLΠt, the369

supply of capital is identical to the savings of unproductive firms which is (1 − π)βΩt. Therefore, the370

capital market is in equilibrium if371

ρ̄t =
zLΠt

zHΠt

=
zL

zH
and θtftπ ≤ (1− π) . (15)372

Consider next the labor market. Labor demand of any firm is proportional to the efficiency units of373

20R̄t cannot fall below this value because then all firms want to borrow and no one saves. Equilibria with R̄t > zLΠt (and
an efficient allocation of capital among firms) are possible if credit constraints are soft enough.
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capital: ` = zk[(1 − α)A1−α
t /wt]

1/α. The capital stock operated by productive firms is βπΩt

[
ft(1 +374

θt) + 1 − ft
]
. That is, savings of productive firms in period t are βπΩt; fraction ft of this is owned by375

borrowing firms whose capital is 1 + θt per unit of equity, and fraction 1− ft is owned by firms without376

access to credit whose capital is all internally funded. The capital stock operated by unproductive firms377

is βΩt [(1− π)− πftθt]. That is, these firms use the fraction of savings not invested in the capital market378

for production. With labor supply given by (8), the real wage that clears the labor market satisfies379 (
wt/At
κ

)1/ν

=

[
(1− α)A1−α

t

wt

] 1
α

βΩt

{
zL
[
(1− π)− πftθt

]
+ zHπ

[
ft(1 + θt) + 1− ft

]}
. (16)380

It remains to describe the evolution of aggregate net worth Ωt and the fraction ft. We first discuss381

Ωt. In period t, all firms save fraction β of their net worth. Fraction 1 − π are unproductive and earn382

return R̄t = zHΠtρ̄t. Fraction πft of aggregate savings is invested by borrowing firms of which fraction383

1 − G(η̃t+1) do not default and G(η̃t+1) default in t + 1. Fraction π(1 − ft) of aggregate savings is384

invested by productive firms without credit market access who earn return zHΠt. The aggregate net385

worth in period t+ 1 is thus386

Ωt+1 = βzHΠtΩt

{
(1− π)ρ̄t + πft [1−G(η̃t+1)] (1 + θt − θtρt)387

+ πftG(η̃t+1) [1 + θt − λt+1θtρt] + π(1− ft)
}
. (17)388

Now consider ft. Fraction 1−π of these firms earn ρ̄tzHΠt, and fraction π(1−G(η̃t+1)) of firms borrow389

and do not default, earning return (1 + θt − θtρt) zHΠt. All these firms retain access to the credit market390

in the next period. Fraction 1 − ft of net worth is owned by firms without access to credit in period t.391

They earn ρ̄tzHΠt with probability 1 − π, and zHΠt with probability π, and they regain access to the392

credit market with probability ψ. Adding up the net worth of all these firms gives the net worth of firms393

with credit market access in period t+ 1,394

ft+1Ωt+1 = βzHΠtΩt

{
(1−π)ftρ̄t+πft [1−G(η̃t+1)] (1+θt−θtρt)+(1−ft)ψ[(1−π)ρ̄t+π]

}
. (18)395

Definition 1. Given an initial state (f−1,Ω−1) and an exogenous stochastic process for the aggregate396

state vector Xt = (At, λt,Φt, ε
b
t), a competitive equilibrium is a mapping (ft−1, Ωt−1, Xt) 7→ (ft, Ωt,397

Xt+1), together with the profit rate Πt, the wage rate wt, the credit contract (ρt, θt), the safe interest rate398

ρ̄t (relative to zHΠt), the default threshold η̃t, and the surplus of credit market access vt, as functions of399
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(ft−1, Ωt−1, Xt), such that: (i) firms make optimal labor hiring, savings and borrowing decisions, and400

borrowing firms decide optimally about default, i.e., (9), (11), and (14) hold; (ii) financial intermediaries401

make zero expected profits by offering standard debt contracts to borrowers and safe interest rates to402

lenders, i.e., (12) and (13) hold; (iii) the capital and the labor market are in equilibrium, i.e., (15) and403

(16) hold; (iv) aggregate net worth Ωt and the fraction ft evolve according to (17) and (18).404

The shock processes are specified as follows. Productivity At grows according to a unit root process405

logAt = logAt−1 + µAt with stationary trend growth µAt . Following common practice, AR(1) processes406

are imposed for µAt , λt, and Φt as407

µAt − µA = ρA
(
µAt−1 − µA

)
+ εAt ,408

λt − λ = ρλ (λt−1 − λ) + ελt ,409

log(1 + Φt)− log(1 + Φ) = ρΦ [log(1 + Φt−1)− log(1 + Φ)] + εΦ
t ,410

where µA, λ, and Φ are steady-state parameters, ρA, ρλ, ρΦ are persistence parameters, and εAt , ελt , and411

εΦ
t are i.i.d. normally distributed with mean zero and variances σ2

A, σ2
λ and σ2

Φ. These random variables412

are called below “productivity shocks,” “recovery shocks,” and “intermediation shocks,” respectively.413

Belief shocks εbt are normally distributed with variance σ2
b . Note again that these are self-fulfilling414

shocks which are i.i.d. innovations to the endogenously persistent credit market expectations variable vt.415

With this structure, our model captures three types of financial shocks: recovery shocks are essentially416

credit demand shocks, while intermediation shocks affect the intermediaries’ willingness to supply credit.417

Belief shocks could reflect both credit demand and supply, as they determine credit market expectations418

of borrowers, lenders, and intermediaries.419

4. Quantitative Analysis420

Now we explore the quantitative implications of the macroeconomic model. The model is made sta-421

tionary by dividing the wage rate and the capital stock by At; see Appendix C.1 for the equilibrium422

conditions. As in the illustrative model of Section 2, the macroeconomic model typically generates two423

steady states, one of which is locally indeterminate and hence susceptible to belief shocks. We focus on424

local dynamics around this steady state which features a higher v and therefore a larger volume of credit425
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than the other (determinate) steady state.426

The model is calibrated to suitable long-run targets for the U.S. economy. We use the concept of427

a risky steady state (cf. Coeurdacier et al., 2011). This is a stationary equilibrium given that all shock428

realizations are zero, while aggregate risk is still taken into account by agents. In our model, the presence429

of risk has an impact on credit contracts (interest rates and leverage) via equations (12) and (13). In430

particular, risky recovery and beliefs affect the credit spread in our model. Differently from traditional431

quantitative analysis, this approach is useful to identify belief shocks from credit spread data. This432

procedure is explained in Section 4.1, before we describe the data, the calibration, and the results.433

4.1. The Credit Spread and Belief Risk434

As is well known, credit spreads are usually larger than the realized default costs. The gap is referred to435

as the excess bond premium. Compared to a standard model with exogenous collateral constraints, the436

application of a risky steady state is particularly useful to extract information on belief variation from437

credit spread and default data.438

Let us first define the credit spread and the excess bond premium in the model. Define the expected439

default threshold at time t, η̃et ≡ Et[η̃t+1]. The expected default rate is approximately21
440

Et[G(η̃t+1)] ≈ Et[G(η̃et − εbt+1 − ξ̃tελt+1)] ≈ G(η̃et ) +
G′′(η̃et )

2

(
σ2
b + ξ̃2

t σ
2
λ

)
441

where ξ̃t ≡ θtρt
1+θt−λtθtρt summarizes the effect from today’s leverage, spread, and recovery on default442

threshold tomorrow. That is, the expected default rate is approximately the default rate evaluated at the443

expected default threshold G(η̃e), adjusted by the variances of belief and recovery shocks if the default444

cost function G(.) is non-linear. This adjustment results from the fact that the realized default threshold445

tomorrow η̃t+1 is equal to the expected threshold η̃e disturbed by belief and recovery shocks. In the446

steady state, the expected default rate E[G(η̃)] is larger than the average default rate G(η̃e) if there are447

either belief shocks or recovery shocks and if G′′(η̃e) > 0 (which follows from Jensen’s inequality).448

Now, utilizing the approximated expected default losses from equation (12) above, the (gross) credit449

spread in the model ∆t = ρt/ρ̄t, from the lender’s zero-profit condition, can be approximated as (see450

21This equation approximates the default threshold η̃t+1 from equation (11) up to the first order around η̃et . In Appendix
C.2, we actually approximate to the second order, but quantitatively this generates negligible differences.
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Appendix C.2 for details):451

∆t ≡ (1 + Φt)
{

1− Et [(1− λt+1)G(η̃t+1)]
}−1

(19)452

≈ (1 + Φt)

{
1− [1− ρλλt − (1− ρλ)λ]

[
G(η̃et ) +

G′′(η̃et )

2

(
σ2
b + ξ̃2

t σ
2
λ

)]
−G′(η̃et )ξ̃tσ2

λ

}−1

.453

Intuitively, the risks of belief variation and recovery variation are going to be priced in the credit spread454

so that the variances σ2
b and σ2

λ increase ∆t.455

We can decompose the total credit spread into one component reflecting the predicted default losses456

based on fundamental information, and another residual component, the excess bond premium. The first457

or the predicted component is calculated similarly as in (19), but ignoring the non-fundamental belief458

risk and setting intermediation costs to zero, i.e.,459

∆̃t ≡
{

1− Et
[
(1− λt+1)G(η̃t+1)|εbt+1 = 0

] }−1

460

=
{

1− [1− ρλλt − (1− ρλ)λ]

[
G(η̃et ) +

G′′(η̃et )

2
ξ̃2
t σ

2
λ

]
−G′(η̃et )ξ̃tσ2

λ

}−1

.461

The second component or the excess bond premium is then defined as ∆t/∆̃t. Two factors contribute to462

the excess bond premium: (1) the intermediation costs Φt, which is exogenous to the model, and (2) the463

remaining part that is contributed by the belief risk measured by σb > 0.464

Belief shocks are systematic shocks which are hard to be detected from fundamental information on465

corporate balance sheets and cash flows. Therefore, these shocks are taken into account by investors466

(hence they are reflected in the credit spread), while expected default losses in practice are calculated on467

the basis of fundamental information only. For this reason, belief shocks are crucial for explaining the468

part of the spread that is not explained by fundamental default costs. Note, however, that not only belief469

shocks will shift the excess bond premium over the cycle, but any type of aggregate shocks that moves470

the default threshold η̃e will move the excess bond premium when σb is positive.471

Given a variance of beliefs σ2
b and a variance of recovery shocks σ2

λ, the fixed point of the approxi-472

mated equilibrium system is the risky steady state of our model. As a comparison, the traditional deter-473

ministic steady state is the fixed point when σb = σλ = 0. The concept of a risky steady state is crucial474

to identify the variance of beliefs. Specifically, given calibrated values for leverage θ, the average default475

rate G(η̃e), the average credit spread ∆, intermediation costs Φ, and a calibrated functional form for G,476

as well as the average recovery rate λ and recovery risk σ2
λ estimated from financial data, we calculate477
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the steady-state values of ξ̃ and η̃e. Then, σ2
b is uniquely identified by the credit spread equation (19).478

Equivalently, the size of the belief risk is pinned down by the size of the excess bond premium not479

explained by Φ since the expected default cost term ∆̃ is already determined from the other parameters480

in the steady state. Simply put, lenders charge a premium for the belief risk. We will see that the model481

dynamics around the risky steady state can generate quantitatively significant excess bond premium482

fluctuations (arising from beliefs) that have been shown as an important predictor for the business cycle483

(Gilchrist and Zakrajšek, 2012).484

4.2. Data485

We use the recovery rate and the all-rated default rate from Moody’s rated corporate bonds, covering the486

period 1982–2016, all in percentage terms, and we use the credit spread index developed by Gilchrist and487

Zakrajšek (2012), representative for the full corporate bond market. Moody’s data are obtained from the488

2016 annual report published by Moody’s Investors Service. The recovery rate is measured by the post-489

default bond price for one dollar repayment. Regarding the spread series, we consider annual averages490

of the monthly series, updated until 2016.22 Output is defined as business output in the U.S. national491

accounts, as our model describes a closed economy without government. Output growth refers to the492

growth rate of U.S. real per capita output after using the population growth rate.493

– Insert Table 1 here –494

Table 1 shows the basic statistics of these four variables. The sample means of the credit spread, the495

recovery rate, and the default rate are 2%, 41.8%, and 1.58%, respectively. As a back-of-the-envelope496

calculation, the average spread (2%) is more than twice of the average default cost (i.e., 1.58% × (1497

- 41.8%) = 0.92%) which suggests that the excess bond premium accounts for a large fraction of the498

spread. In terms of cyclical dynamics, the spread and the default rate are highly positively correlated,499

and both of them are countercyclical. The recovery rate is highly negatively correlated with the default500

rate, but much less with the credit spread and it is mildly procyclical.501

Time series of the three variables are shown in Figure 2. Evidently, the default rate spikes up in all502

three recessions since 1982, and most strongly during the Great Recession. The recovery rate reaches a503

22See Simon Gilchrist’s website: http://people.bu.edu/sgilchri/Data/data.htm
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trough during each recession. Interestingly, however, the credit spread does not increase during the 1991504

recession; this further motivates the need to explore the distinct roles of the credit spread and corporate505

default for macroeconomic dynamics.506

– Insert Figure 2 here –507

4.3. Parametrization508

Given that we consider annual default and recovery rates, we calibrate the model at annual frequency.509

Table 2 summarizes all parameter choices.510

– Insert Table 2 here –511

The following parameters can be externally calibrated without solving the model. Directly calibrated512

are α = 0.33 (capital share), δ = 0.1 (annual depreciation rate), and ψ = 0.1 which implies a ten-year513

exclusion period.23 The labor supply elasticity is set to 1/ν = 1.5, a conventional number. We then514

set κ = 2 by arbitrarily normalizing the steady-state labor supply at 1/3. The fraction of financially515

constrained firms is set to π = 0.3 (see, e.g., Almeida et al., 2004). The mean growth rate of labor516

efficiency is set to µA = 1.7%, the data average for output growth in Table 1.517

The steady-state recovery rate λ is set to the data average 41.8%, and the two parameters for the518

AR(1) process for λt are directly estimated via ordinary least squares (OLS) from the empirical series.519

To reduce the complexity of estimation, the steady-state level of intermediation costs Φ ≥ 0 is not520

directly estimated. Instead, we experiment with different values of Φ and compare different likelihoods521

of the model (see Table 4 below). It turns out that Φ = 0.05% generates the highest likelihood, so this522

value is chosen in our benchmark calibration.523

Other parameters are either related to the risky steady state or to the dynamics around it. We begin524

with those parameters which are chosen to ensure that the risky steady state generates certain long-run525

targets. It is supposed that the default cost distribution function G(.) is normal with mean µ and variance526

σ2. Given that the variance of recovery shocks σλ is already estimated, five parameters remain to be527

23This corresponds to the bankruptcy flag for sole proprietors (or for partnerships with personal liabilities) filing for
bankruptcy under Chapter 7 of the U.S. Bankruptcy Code. Note that the choice of ψ does not matter much as the parameters
governing the G(.) will adjust in calibration if ψ changes.
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calibrated jointly to match the following targets in the risky steady state: (i) the capital-output ratio528

K/Y = 1.5; (ii) the credit-output ratio B/Y = 0.82, based on all (non-financial) firm credit 1982–2016;529

(iii) a 1.58% default rate so that G(η̃e) = 1.58%; (iv) a 2% credit spread (see Table 1); a leverage ratio530

equal to θ = 1.95 which is in line with the choice of π = 0.3.24 These targets identify the five parameters531

β, µ, σ, zH , and the belief variance σ2
b uniquely according to Section 4.1. zL is normalized such that532

average capital productivity equals one.533

Finally, the model is log-linearized around the risky steady state and the system is expressed in a534

Kalman filter form. We use the four time series data described above. Since the recovery process and the535

variance of belief shocks have been calculated, only the intermediation cost and aggregate productivity536

processes are estimated. We compute the log-likelihood of observing the period-t data conditioning on537

past data, and we calculate the total log-likelihood of observing the whole sample. Then, the parameters538

are estimated by maximizing the total log-likelihood. The estimates of the standard deviations of the two539

shocks are significantly different from zero. The estimate of the persistence of intermediation shocks is540

significantly positive (with a t statistics above two), while the one for productivity growth is not.541

4.4. Quantitative Results542

We first show the smoothed shocks from the maximum likelihood estimation. Then, we illustrate impulse543

responses after feeding in one standard deviation innovations for each of the shocks, and finally we544

present variance decompositions of several variables of interest.545

Estimated Shocks Once the model is estimated through the Kalman filter, underlying shocks that546

generate the same observations as in the data can be backed out. This exercise is done through the Kalman547

smoother that uses information of the whole sample to infer the states in each date. All four estimated548

shocks (their mean levels at each date and normalized by their respective standard deviations, which will549

be used in later analysis) are plotted in Figure 3. Note that positive innovations to intermediation costs550

are recessionary shocks.551

– Insert Figure 3 here –552

24This value of θ corresponds to the 85th percentile of debt-to-equity ratios in COMPUSTAT, hence is the median of the
30 percent highest debt-to-equity ratios in these data.
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Through the lens of our model, the 2007-2009 Great Recession is indeed special compared to the previous553

ones. It has a combination of a deep fall in recovery, a sharp deterioration of expected credit conditions554

(reflecting a six percentage-points increase of the default probability), and the recession is led by a555

larger-than-usual intermediation shock (corresponding to a 260 basis points rise of the credit spread).556

Exogenous aggregate productivity growth also falls during this period.557

The Great Recession features a large liquidity and pledgeability drop of financial assets, which is558

captured in our model by the negative shocks to λ (i.e., a fall in recovery ability). Note also the positive559

shocks to λ in the years prior to the Great Recession which may mirror the real-estate boom and the surge560

of collateral assets in this period, leading to a higher-than-usual recovery ability. After the recession,561

recovery rises for some period, possibly reflecting the asset-purchase programs implemented by the562

Federal Reserve in 2009-2010.563

We observe a deterioration of expected credit conditions (i.e. negative belief shocks) prior to all564

three recessions since 1982, which go hand in hand with spikes of corporate default in these episodes.565

Intermediation costs rise during the 2001 and 2008/09 recessions, generating sharp increases of the566

excess bond premium. On the other hand, the credit spread does not go up during the 1991 recession,567

despite a significant increase of the default rate. This is mirrored in the absence of positive intermediation568

shocks in this period.569

Impulse Responses By construction, the model fed with the estimated shocks generates the observed570

credit spread, recovery rate, default rate, and output growth. In order to understand the transmission571

mechanism, we plot impulse response functions after each of the four shocks in Figures 4 and 5.572

– Insert Figure 4 here –573

A negative one standard-deviation innovation to the recovery rate (recovery shock) gives borrowers more574

incentive to default on impact (year 0), resulting in a 1.6 percentage-point spike of the default rate. After575

the initial shock, lenders tighten credit substantially (7% fall in leverage). This brings down the default576

incentive from year 1, and the default rate falls even slightly below the steady-state level, which causes577

a modest decline of the credit spread. The temporary tightening of credit in combination with a larger578

number of firms without access to credit reduces aggregate TFP and output growth. Yet leverage fully579
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recovers from year three onward after which the growth rates of TFP and output turn positive again.580

Similarly to recovery shocks, a one-time adverse belief shock generates an increase of the default581

rate by 1.7% on impact. However, there are two crucial differences.582

The first is much stronger persistence: Due to weakened credit expectations, the default rate remains583

above the steady-state level after the initial shock and leverage drops persistently. Therefore, the misallo-584

cation of credit and the resulting declines of TFP growth and output growth are long-lasting. Intuitively,585

the persistent deterioration of credit market conditions is a necessary feature of self-fulfilling expecta-586

tions: The credit market value vt must decline for an extended period such that a one-time belief shock587

can be self-confirming.588

The other important difference is that the belief shock triggers an increase of the credit spread by589

15 basis points, about one quarter of which comes from the excess bond premium. Together with the590

persistent rise of the default rate, both the expected default losses and the excess bond premium (via the591

belief channel) go up. Hence, the belief shock generates a positive co-movement between the spread and592

default, as opposed to what comes out of recovery shocks (and intermediation shocks shown below in593

Figure 5).594

– Insert Figure 5 here –595

In response to a rise of intermediation costs alone, the credit spread increases significantly. In contrast596

to the response to an adverse belief shock, the default rate falls persistently.25 The explanation is that597

higher intermediation costs reduce on impact the supply of credit available to productive firms. This is598

why leverage falls by 1.8% in year 0, reducing incentives to default in the next year. The credit market599

value v goes up (not shown) and because it is persistent, the default rate remains below the steady-state600

level, despite the larger credit spread. In turn, leverage rises quickly after the initial shock which justifies601

the persistent rise of expected credit conditions measured by v. Of course, the initial reduction in leverage602

contracts output growth, though only by 0.2 percentage points. Rising leverage from year two onward603

quickly dampens the initial contractionary effect.604

Finally, a negative shock to productivity growth generates a substantial drop of TFP growth, which605

is not persistent as the estimated persistence parameter ρA is rather small. Productivity shocks do not606

25Because of falling default, the excess bond premium turns out to be seven basis points higher than the credit spread on
impact, implying that the belief channel in this case reduces the spread.
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affect the spread and the default rate since there is no link between aggregate labor efficiency (via the607

aggregate capital return Πt) and credit contracts in our model (see Proposition 4).608

Variance Decomposition We now examine how much of the variation in the data can be separately609

explained by each of the four shocks. Note again that there are three distinct financial shocks, namely610

recovery shocks, belief shocks and intermediation shocks, next to productivity shocks. Table 3 shows611

how these shocks account for the dynamics of several outcome variables.612

The variation of the default rate is explained mainly by two financial shocks: belief shocks (56%) and613

recovery shocks (43%) since both of them change default incentives on impact. In line with the insight614

from the impulse response functions, credit-spread fluctuations are mainly explained by intermediation615

shocks which have a direct impact on the spread (67%), but also by belief shocks which move the spread616

significantly (31%).617

– Insert Table 3 here –618

Regarding output growth, the belief channel plays the most important role of all financial shocks, ac-619

counting for 40% of the variation. Financial shocks together contribute to 45% of output growth vari-620

ations. There are two channels through which the credit flow impacts output dynamics. On the one621

hand, the credit flow affects the capital allocation among productive and unproductive firms. This is the622

productivity effect of credit. On the other hand, the credit flow also affects the firms’ aggregate demand623

for capital and labor, and therefore aggregate production. This is the factor effect of the credit flow. To624

shed light on these two effects, we show how much of the variation of debt growth and TFP growth625

in the model can be explained by each shock in the last two rows of Table 3. Endogenous fluctuation626

of productivity growth due to the credit allocation is about 18%, while almost all debt growth can be627

attributed to financial shocks. In other words, financial shocks generate some variation in TFP growth628

but they mostly affect the firms’ factor demands.629

4.5. Further Discussion630

As explained before, default and spread data are used to quantify the contributions of the three different631

financial shocks in our model. To what extent these features provide indeed useful information for632
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the business cycle must be properly assessed. In this section, several experiments are implemented to633

highlight the importance of endogenous default and credit spreads for aggregate dynamics.634

As a first robustness exercise, the model is re-estimated by setting the steady-state value of interme-635

diation costs Φ to different numbers while keeping all other parameters unchanged. Table 4 presents the636

model likelihoods. One can see that the model performs best at the baseline Φ = 0.05%. Intuitively,637

although larger values of Φ can directly match the excess bond premium in steady state, they reduce638

the importance of belief shocks for the overall credit cycle, which limits the model’s ability to generate639

plausible fluctuations in default, leverage, and output, in line with the impulse responses shown before.640

– Insert Table 4 here –641

Stochastic intermediation costs are important for our model to account for the full credit spread dynamics642

(Table 3). As these costs have no direct immediate counterpart in the data, we also consider an alternative643

estimation of our model in which these shocks are absent and the variation in the spread is treated as an644

observation error. Thus, this exercise keeps the original data used for the baseline estimation, but avoids645

the stochastic singularity in the estimation. Column two of Table 5 shows that the model likelihood drops646

in comparison to that of the baseline. This is a fair comparison, as the observational error biases in favor647

of the model against the data. However, the falling likelihood suggests that using the spread data in the648

structural estimation (instead of treating the variation as an observational error) improves the fit of the649

model. Variance decompositions, in particular the impact of belief shocks and recovery shocks on credit650

markets and output, are similar to those of the baseline estimation.26
651

Next, we assess the importance of endogenous default by comparing a model with exogenous lever-652

age θt which can be interpreted as an exogenous collateral constraint. For instance, if lenders can seize653

an exogenous fraction of existing capital, lending will be restricted by an exogenous debt-to-equity ratio.654

In this alternative model, there is no default and the credit spread is zero, while all other features are kept655

the same. We use the same calibration targets including the same steady-state level of θ. Then, an AR(1)656

process is estimated for θt using the debt growth generated from the baseline estimation, and the drift657

process for aggregate productivity growth is estimated using output growth data. The second column of658

26Recall that intermediation cost shocks generate small reactions of output growth compared to belief shocks and recovery
shocks. Default falls together with output growth in Figure 5, which is at odds with data.
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Table 5 shows that this collateral-constraint model has a significantly lower likelihood compared to the659

baseline model. Again, this is a fair comparison because both models use the same observations.660

– Insert Table 5 here –661

Although the model with exogenous collateral constraints generates the same debt growth and output662

growth, financial shocks become much less important for the business cycle as compared to the baseline.663

We find that exogenous shocks to θt can explain about 10% of variation in output growth and 1.5% of664

TFP growth, compared to about 45% and 18% in Table 3. Since both models generate the same dynamics665

of debt (leverage), the difference is explained by the impact of endogenous default on the time-varying666

group of firms without access to credit. That is, in the baseline model with default, the fraction of firms667

with access to credit ft varies in response to financial shocks, which affects both aggregate debt and the668

allocation of resources among heterogeneous firms.669

Finally, we consider a version of our model without belief shocks. In particular, the steady-state value670

of Φ is set to the upper bound (0.378%) such that intermediation costs account fully for the excess bond671

premium. We then also add an observational error to default and re-estimate the model. Besides a fall of672

the likelihood (about 20%), this alternative model fails on two dimensions. First, the correlation between673

the default rate and output growth is -0.14 as compared to -0.54 in the data (and in the baseline model).674

The reason can be seen from the dynamics of default implied by the impulse response functions. Only675

belief shocks generate a persistent rise of default together with a decline of output growth, while the other676

recessionary shocks can only generate a temporary rise of default, or even a decline of the default rate.677

Second, the large positive correlation between default and spread falls by 50 percent, mainly because678

none of the other shocks generates a positive co-movement between the spread and default.679

On the basis of all these experiments, we conclude that using the default data and the spread data680

in the estimation improves our understanding of financial shocks to generate persistent and deep credit681

and business cycles. Future research could replace standard financial frictions by ours in a medium scale682

dynamic stochastic general equilibrium model (such as Christiano et al. (2014)). This may further help683

understand how default rates and credit spreads identify the belief channel, and could shed some light on684

understanding volatile asset price fluctuations.685
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5. Conclusions686

Variations in expected credit conditions can affect incentives to default and thus take an impact on credit687

spreads and leverage. We develop this idea and apply it to a macroeconomic model in order to explore688

the respective roles of belief shocks, fundamental financial shocks, and aggregate productivity shocks for689

the business cycle. We show how the variance of belief shocks can be parameterized on the basis of the690

excess credit spread evaluated at the risky steady state. Compared to fundamental financial shocks that691

directly affect the recovery ability or the credit spread, belief shocks generate a persistent credit cycle692

and counter-cyclical dynamics of default and the credit spread, and they contribute significantly to the693

variation of output growth.694

On the theoretical side, an interesting avenue for further research is the examination of long-term695

debt for the impact of self-fulfilling beliefs on default rates. One may conjecture that strategic default696

incentives are less sensitive to market expectations when borrowers hold long-term debt. Nevertheless,697

the ability of firms to roll over long-term debt may react to investors’ sentiments, as is known from the698

literature on sovereign debt cited in the introduction.699

Regarding policy implications, government policies that alter belief variations could strongly affect700

economic activity, both in the long run (once we take into account belief risks in shaping credit contracts)701

and over the business cycle.702
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Table 1: Descriptive Statistics
Correlation Spread Recovery Rate Default Rate Output Growth

Spread 1 -0.39 0.64 -0.58
Recovery Rate - 1 -0.76 0.33

Default Rate - - 1 -0.54
Output Growth - - - 1

Mean (%) 2.01 41.77 1.58 1.70
Std dev. (%) 0.86 8.94 1.05 1.90
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Table 2: Parameters (Risky Steady State)

Parameter Value Explanation Target / T statistics (std errors)

α 0.3300 Capital income share Exogenous
δ 0.1000 Depreciation rate Exogenous
κ 2.0031 Disutility parameter of labor supply ` = 1/3
ν 0.6667 Macro labor supply elasticity 1/ν = 1.50
β 0.9663 Discount factor Capital-to-output ratio 1.5
π 0.3000 Fraction of constrained firms Almeida et al. (2004)
ψ 0.1000 10-year default flag Exogenous
µA 0.0170 Steady-state output growth Table 1
λ 0.4177 Steady-state recovery rate Table 1
Φ 0.05% Steady-state intermediation costs Exogenous
σb 0.0624 Std. dev. of belief shocks Credit spread 2%
zH 1.0230 High productivity Leverage θ = 1.95
zL 0.8696 Low productivity Normalization
µ 0.3543 Mean of η Default rate 1.58%
σ 0.1359 Std. dev. of η Debt-to-output ratio 82.5%
ρλ 0.5920 Persistence of recovery shocks OLS estimates
σλ 0.0728 Std. dev. of recovery shocks OLS estimates
ρΦ 0.6250 Persistence of intermediation shocks 4.88 (0.13)
σΦ 0.0079 Std. dev. of intermediation shocks 8.33 (0.0009)
ρA 0.2025 Persistence of productivity shocks 1.03 (0.20)
σA 0.0374 Std. dev. of productivity shocks 8.20 (0.0046)
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Table 3: Variance Decomposition in Percents

Exogenous Shocks to
Intermediation Recovery Beliefs Productivity growth All financial shocks

(1) (2) (3) (4) (1) + (2) + (3)

Credit spread 67.24 1.93 30.83 0 100
Default rate 0.78 43.12 56.10 0 100
Output growth 2.33 2.80 39.58 55.29 44.71

Debt growth 1.92 31.46 66.37 0.25 99.75
TFP growth 0.70 1.12 15.84 82.34 17.66
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Table 4: Log-likelihoods of Different Parametrizations

Baseline Φ = 0 Φ = 0.10% Φ = 0.20% Φ = 0.30%

354.4 354.2 354.2 350.7 216.9
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Table 5: Log-likelihoods of Different Versions of the Model

Baseline Observational error
on the spread

Exogenous
collateral constraint

Φ = 0.38% + Observational error
on default

354.4 341.3 308.0 282.9
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Figure 1: Co-Existence of Default and No-Default Equilibria
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Figure 2: Default Rate, Credit Spread, and Recovery Rate

Note: Shaded areas are NBER dated recessions.
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Figure 3: Estimated Shocks at the Mean Levels

Note: All shocks are normalized by their respective standard deviations. Shaded areas are NBER dated recessions.
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Figure 4: Impulse Responses to Recovery and Beliefs Shocks
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Figure 5: Impulse Responses to Intermediation and Productivity Shocks
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